Traditional Mongolian script digital library
In recent years the importance of digital cultural heritage preservation has been increasing in the Asia-Pacific region as well as worldwide. This section provides a summary of the recent achievements of the Traditional Mongolian Script Digital Library (TMSDL) (Khaltarkhuu et al, 2007; Khaltarkhuu et al, 2008) , which aims to preserve over 800 years of historical records written in traditional Mongolian for future use and to make them available for public viewing. There are over 50,000 registered manuscripts and historical records written in traditional Mongolian script stored in the National Library of Mongolia. About 21,100 of them are handwritten documents and over 9400 of those are related to the history of Mongolia (Tungalag, 2005) . Despite the importance of keeping old historical materials in good conditions, the Mongolian environment for material storage is not suitable for keeping historical records for a long time (Tungalag, 2005 ). An efficient and effective way to preserve and protect materials of historical importance while making them publicly available is to digitize them and create a digital library. Mongolian is spoken by most of the Mongolian population as well as by Inner Mongolians and other groups of people who live in several provinces of China and the Russian Federation. It is one of the many languages of the Mongol-Altaic family. Mongolians have used numerous writing systems, and traditional Mongolian script is the longest surviving script. Although the Mongolian language has also been written in Chinese characters, Phags-pa script, Soyombo script, Horizontal square script, Latin, and Cyrillic script (Shagdarsuren, 2001) , by the end of the 20th century the traditional Mongolian script had made an official, government-decreed return. At the result, modern Mongolian language has two distinct writing systems: Cyrillic and traditional Mongolian. The sounds of words changed as the Mongolian language evolved, but the spelling remained unchanged. Thus was created a difference between written Mongolian and spoken Mongolian. However, in 1946 in Mongolia the Cyrillic script was adopted with two additional characters. At that time the spelling of modern Mongolian in the Cyrillic alphabet was based on the pronunciation of the dialect spoken by the Khalkha, a subgroup of the Mongols. This was a radical change and alienated the Mongolian people from their culture and historical archives written in traditional Mongolian script. Traditional Mongolian script preserves a more ancient language and reflects the Mongolian language spoken in the ancient period, while modern Mongolian reflects pronunciation differences in modern dialects. Traditional Mongolian is a distinct dialect with grammar different from that of modern Mongolian. The traditional Mongolian script is written vertically, from top to bottom, in columns advancing from left to right. This script is the writing system for the Mongolian language and has four derivative scripts: Todo, Manchu, Vaghintara, and Sibe (Xibe). The Todo script was used by the Oirats and Kalmyks, and the Manchu script was a writing system in the Qing dynasty. The Sibe script is used in Xinjiang, in the northwest of China. The Vaghintara script was used by the Buryats. Like Arabic, traditional Mongolian is a contextual script where letters are cursively joined and have initial, medial, and final presentation forms for the same letter. In most cases the letters join together along a vertical stem, but in the case of certain consonants that lack a trailing vertical stem they may form a single ligature with a following vowel. In addition to these cursive and positional forms, many letters also have variant forms used in accordance with spelling and grammatical rules. Using modern Mongolian to retrieve information from traditional Mongolian documents is not a simple task because the Mongolian language has changed substantially over time. The traditional Mongolian script digital library (TMSDL) (Khaltarkhuu et al, 2007; Khaltarkhuu et al, 2008) , which is based on Greenstone Digital Library Software (GSDL) and accepts modern Mongolian query input, will help the user access materials written in traditional Mongolian.
Ancient-to-modern information retrieval
Thanks to advances in innovative information technologies and to the popularity of the Internet, many ancient historical documents are being digitized and made publicly available. We therefore want to offer an "ancient-to-modern information retrieval" method (Batjargal et al., 2010a; Batjargal et al., 2010b ) that considers language differences over time. We aimed to develop a retrieval system with which a user can access cross-period and crossscript ancient document databases by using a query in a modern language.
There has been little research on information retrieval techniques for historical documents, and almost none of the breakthroughs in research on information retrieval and information access have aimed at retrieving information in the native language from ancient, crossperiod and/or cross-script foreign language documents. Few approaches that could be considered a cross-period information retrieval have been proposed (Ernst-Gerlach & Fuhr, 2007; Koolen et al., 2006; Gotscharek et al., 2009; Hauser et al.,2007; Pilz et al., 2008) , and there has been little research on information retrieval techniques for historical documents. (Ernst-Gerlach & Fuhr, 2007) focused on modern and archaic German and developed a retrieval method that considers the spelling differences and variations over time. (Koolen et al., 2006) considered the spelling and pronunciation differences between ancient and modern Dutch, while (Gotscharek et al., 2009 ) and (Hauser et al., 2007) considered the spelling differences and variations between modern and archaic German. (Pilz et al., 2008) considered spelling variations of English and German historical texts. In general, the main challenge for historical European languages like Dutch, English, and German is the spelling variants. We applied an "ancient-to-modern information retrieval" method to ancient Mongolian historical collections written in traditional Mongolian script. Some ancient historical documents in traditional Mongolian script have recently been digitized and made publicly available, and text-display support for traditional Mongolian script and the input locale is enabled in Windows Vista and Windows 7. The Uniscribe-Unicode Scripts Processor driver was updated to support OpenType advanced typographic functionality of complex text layouts, such as traditional Mongolian script. The situation for an ancient Mongolian language is a bit different because the Mongols have changed their writing systems several times and more than once have made language reforms that eliminate a difference between written and spoken language (Shagdarsuren, 2001 ).
Proposed approach
To cope with cross-period and cross-script Mongolian documents, we propose a simple model that retrieves traditional Mongolian documents using modern Mongolian query. The structure of the TMSDL (Khaltarkhuu et al, 2007; Khaltarkhuu et al, 2008) , with the proposed "ancient-to-modern information retrieval" approach (Batjargal et al., 2010a; Batjargal et al., 2010b) is shown in Fig. 1 . We utilized the existing approach (Kimura et al., 2009 ) and improved the "retrieval technique with the modern Mongolian query on traditional Mongolian text" (Khaltarkhuu et al, 2006) by integrating a dictionary. A prototype of the TMSDL (Batjargal et al., 2010a; Batjargal et al., 2010b) , which could be considered a cross-period information retrieval system, has been developed. The retrieval method of the TMSDL considers cross-period differences in the writing systems of the ancient and modern Mongolian languages. Adding a dictionary-based query translation approach to the translation module was a major improvement that takes into account age differences in the writing systems of the ancient and modern Mongolian languages. We utilized the developing online version of Tsevel's concise Mongolian dictionary (Tsevel, 1966) Fig. 1 . Ancient-to-modern information retrieval in the TMSDL.
To boost the quality of the translation, the "ancient-to-modern information retrieval" approach (Batjargal et al., 2010a; Batjargal et al., 2010b) matches query terms to words in Tsevel's dictionary. If no exact match is found, the "retrieval technique with the modern Mongolian query on traditional Mongolian text" (Khaltarkhuu et al, 2006) , which is based on grammatical rules, is used. The proposed model allows the users to access documents written in an ancient language (traditional Mongolian) with a query input in a modern language (modern Mongolian -Cyrillic). As shown in Fig. 1 
Experimental evaluation
In an experiment we conducted in order to check the correctness of translations from the modern language to the ancient one, we retrieved traditional Mongolian documents when using modern Mongolian query input in Cyrillic. Because of the large number of unfamiliar ancient proper nouns, terms, and their variants in ancient historical documents, we faced the challenge of measuring recall and precision as well as the challenge of defining relevant documents. To check whether a queries in modern Mongolian (Cyrillic) were translated correctly, we selected queries the most frequently appearing words that are pronounced or written differently in modern and traditional Mongolian and compared their word counts in the search results with the corresponding word counts in "Qad-un űndűsűn quriyangγui altan tobči -Textological Study" (Choimaa & Shagdarsuren, 2002) . This textological study contains a detailed analysis of traditional Mongolian word frequencies in the Altan Tobci. We compared the word count in the search results for two cases: one using only grammatical-rule-based translation, and the other additionally using a dictionary. The version with dictionary integration translated and retrieved 86% of the input queries, whereas the grammatical-rule-based version retrieved only 61% of the input queries. Even with the dictionary, however, 64% of the input queries in modern Mongolian did not match with a word count that was less than or greater than the actual number (frequency) because of possible errors of translation, grammatical inflection, and text digitization, or limitations of the indexer and retrieval function. Comparisons of the retrieval results are illustrated in Fig. 3 , and detailed retrieval results for sample query terms are shown in Table 1 along with modern and ancient forms, their meanings, and the word counts. A retrieval result with the query word highlighted is shown in Fig. 2 . The TMSDL integrated with a dictionary translated and retrieved 86% of the input queries, but only 22% were retrieved without error.
Summary and future directions
In this section we introduced the TMSDL that utilizes cross-period and cross-script digital collections and that enables historical documents written in an ancient language to be accessed using a query in a modern language. The proposed system is suitable for full text searches on databases containing cross-period and cross-script documents. Such research would involve extensive research in an ancient language that users and humanities researchers may or may not understand. It could apply to humanities researchers who are conducting research on ancient culture and looking for relevant historical materials written in that ancient language. The proposed model will enable users and humanities researchers to search for such materials easily in a modern language. We still, however, need improvements dealing with such problems as a total failure to translate 14% of input queries. Improvements in translation and retrieval techniques also need to be considered. Two interesting subjects for future research are the retrieval of information from two distinct ancient languages and using a single query input in a modern language for retrieval from multiple sources in multiple ancient languages. The next section discusses the our another achievement -cross-period information retrieval method for ancient Japanese historical materials
Cross-period information retrieval from ancient Japanese historical materials
Libraries, governments, and major internet providers have recently begun forming consortiums to preserve historical documents stored in libraries. This means that more and more old-text content will soon be accessible on the Internet. The huge amount of knowledge in old documents is obviously as important as that in the recently created digital documents typically available on the web because old documents contain the wisdom of our ancestors. Retrieving important information from old documents is not always easy, however, because languages and cultures change substantially over time. To access documents written in ancient Japanese by using a query in modern Japanese, for example, we need a cross-period information retrieval system based on a cross-period (ancient-modern) Japanese dictionary.
Construction of ancient-modern dictionary
Ancient documents in text form are being digitized, and the prevalence of search engines has made the retrieval of information from digital documents a familiar procedure. Current search engines, however, may be not able to acquire proper retrieval results for ancient Japanese documents because there is no ancient-modern Japanese dictionary with sufficient entries.
One reason for this is that the Japanese writing system has no term separation. That is, neither current nor ancient Japanese writing uses space or punctuation to separate words. A morphological analyzer like ChaSen or MeCab, both of which need a modern term dictionary, is usually used to do term separation for modern Japanese, but there is no ancient-modern word dictionary with enough entries and there are no morphological analyzers for ancient Japanese. This makes it difficult to do term separation for ancient Japanese. We propose a method for constructing an ancient-modern Japanese dictionary by using a parallel corpus of ancient writings and their translations in modern Japanese. The parallel corpus thus consists of pairs of documents in the same language but in ancient and modern versions of that language. From this corpus we try to acquire pairs of equivalent archaic and modern words by analyzing the frequencies of word occurrences in a sentence in ancient Japanese and its corresponding modern Japanese translation.
Related work
Two methods for extracting pairs of equivalent words from a bilingual corpus in modern languages (English and Japanese, for example) have already been proposed, one using a parallel corpus and the other using a non-parallel corpus. In the method using a parallel corpus, equivalence is based on statistical correlation determined using co-occurrence frequency, contingency tables, etc. (Kitamura & Matsumoto, 1996) . In the method using a non-parallel corpus, equivalence is based on the context similarity of translation candidates (Tanaka, 2002) . The method described here, however, identifies pairs of equivalent words not in two modern languages but in modern and archaic Japanese. As there are few modern language translations of ancient writings, it is difficult to collect a parallel corpus of ancient writings and their translations in modern language. Some famous ancient writings, though, have been translated into the modern forms of their languages. We therefore identify pairs of equivalent words in modern and archaic Japanese by using a parallel corpus comprising famous ancient Japanese writings and their translations in modern Japanese.
Proposed method of dictionary construction
Many well-known ancient writings have modern-language translations, and some of these translations are digitized and open to the public. In a parallel corpus comprising writings in an ancient and modern language, one can usually determine which modern-language sentence corresponds to which ancient-language sentence. A modern word equivalent to an archaic word in an ancient-language sentence is likely to appear in the modern-language translation of that sentence, and vice versa. Word pairs with high co-occurrence frequency in ancient and modern sentence pairs are thus likely to be translation equivalents.
In our method we detect similarities in the appearance tendencies of modern and archaic words in each sentence pair and then use these similarities to extract equivalent pairs of ancient and modern words (Fig. 4) .
A. Word Extraction from Parallel Corpus
We use morphological analysis to extract words from the modern-language translations of the ancient writings, and because there is no morphological analyzer for ancient Japanese. We divide the archaic sentences into N-grams and treat those N-grams as archaic words. An N-gram is a sequence of N characters from a given string. We first extract the first N characters from the target string and then shift one character and extract N characters from the target string. We repeat this shifting-and-extracting process until the N th character in the N-gram is the last character of the target string. For example, the string "corpus" would be divided into the following four 3-grams: cor, orp, rpu, and pus. One of the drawbacks of the N-gram approach is that there will be many overlaps. On the other hand, an advantage of the N-gram approach is that it can divide the strings even if the language of the string, like ancient Japanese, does not have explicit delimiters between words. This is why we divide the archaic sentences into N-grams and treat those N-grams as words.
B. Calculation of the Co-occurence of Modern and Archaic Words
In this process, we calculate co-occurrence frequencies of archaic terms and modern terms that are extracted in section 3.1.2.A. This process is conducted for archaic and modern term pairs to appear in the equivalent sentences. In other words, the term pairs appearing in the equivalent sentences are considered as the co-occurring terms.
In each sentence pair, the archaic and modern term pairs are created for every possible pairs of extracted modern terms and archaic N-grams. We count the occurrence frequency of each term pairs. This frequency is the co-occurrence frequency of archaic and modern term pairs.
C. Calculation of Similarity about Appearance of Tendency between Modern Term and Archaic Term
For parallel corpus composed two different languages documents such as Japanese and English, "mutual information" is proposed to use for the similarity between each two terms (Kitamura & Matsumoto, 1996) . Our method also adopts "mutual information" in order to calculate similarities about appearance of tendency between modern term and archaic term. The archaic and modern term pairs that have higher value of their mutual information is considered that appearance of tendency between modern term and archaic term is similar. These term pairs have higher possibility that the modern term is relation in translation for the archaic term. We extract term pairs that have higher similarities than some threshold, and consider that these pairs have relation in translation. The mutual information MI of a modern term t and an archaic N-gram g is given by the following formula.
Probability P(t, g) is the probability that the modern term t appears in the translation of the archaic sentence in which the archaic N-gram g appears, and it can be calculated from the co-occurrence frequency of archaic N-gram g and modern term t. Probabilities P(t) means the probability in the case that the modern term t appears in modern sentence. Probabilities P(g) means the probability in the case that the archaic N-gram g appears in archaic sentence. Probabilities P(g) is able to be acquired from the term frequency of archaic N-gram g as mentioned in section 3.1.2.A. The archaic and modern term pairs that have higher value of their mutual information are considered that appearance of tendency between modern term and archaic term is similar.
D. Extraction of Translation Pairs of Modern and Archaic Words
In section 3.1.2.C, we extract archaic and modern term pairs that have higher possibilities of relation in translation. However, as the archaic terms of extracted pairs are represented by N-gram, these archaic terms are not always complete archaic term. Some archaic N-gram may be part of archaic term. Another may be combined parts of some archaic terms. In these cases, we have to restore the archaic N-grams to original archaic terms. These archaic Ngrams are restored to original archaic terms by comparing spellings, term frequency and cooccurrence frequency between another archaic N-gram. We consider that restored archaic and modern term pairs are related in translation. Finally, we collect these term pairs and construct ancient-modern term dictionary.
Future directions
We proposed a method for constructing an ancient-modern Japanese dictionary by using a parallel corpus of ancient writings and their translations in modern Japanese. If an ancientmodern Japanese dictionary with sufficient entries is constructed by the proposed method, we think that the techniques of natural language processing, for example morphological analysis, could be applied for ancient documents digitized in text form. We need to improve the term extracting process in order to reduce the number of unnecessary word pairs, to improve the calculation of similarities of the appearance tendencies of modern and archaic words, and to construct a practical ancient-modern Japanese dictionary.
Cross-period information retrieval system
There has been a lot of research on cross-language information retrieval in the last decade. Various approaches-including query translation, document translation, and the use of an intermediate language-has been studied, and adequate retrieval effectiveness has been achieved for some pairs of languages (e.g., certain European languages). There has, in contrast, been very little research on information retrieval methods for historical documents, and most of those methods are based on simple keyword matching. Some recently proposed approaches to accessing historical documents consider the evolution of languages and could be regarded as a kind of cross-age information retrieval (Gerlach & Fuhr, 2007; Khaltarkhuu & Maeda, 2006) . Our goal is to establish a more effective and sophisticated retrieval method that considers not only language difference over time but also cultural differences between languages and ages. The architecture or the cross-period information retrieval system we developed is shown in Fig. 5 . This system lets old Japanese documents be retrieved using modern Japanese keywords, so old Japanese documents by users who do not know archaic Japanese. Fig. 5 . Architecture of proposed cross-period information retrieval system for ancient Japanese historical materials.
Proposed method for cross-period information retrieval
We use the dictionary-based query translation approach because it is the one most effective for cross-language information retrieval. For dictionary-based methods to be effective we need to use precise and comprehensive dictionaries for both the modern and ancient language. We try to find relations between the entries in those dictionaries and to translate the query terms in the modern language into equivalent terms in the ancient language. For this translation process we propose the following method (Fig. 6) . Fig. 6 . Overview of proposed method for cross-period information retrieval.
1. For each entry in the modern-language dictionary, we look for an equivalent entry in the ancient language dictionary by calculating the similarities between the definition of the modern word and all the definitions of the archaic words. We can do this using a standard text similarity measure based on the vector space model and the tf-idf term weighting scheme. 2. We then take the most similar definition in the ancient language dictionary and regard the dictionary entry (headword) containing that definition as an equivalent of the modern word. 3. If there is more than one equivalent entry, we find the one most nearly equivalent to the modern word by using a term association measure such as mutual information to disambiguate the candidate translations.
Implementation
We implemented a cross-period information retrieval system for the Japanese historical document called the Hyohanki diary. Written in late Heian era (12th century), it is a valuable resource for research on Japanese culture of that time. An example of its original copy is shown in Fig. 7 . Part of the Hyohanki has deteriorated and is missing, but all of the existing pages (comprising 2,488 diary entries) have been digitized into text format. As described in Section 3.2.1, we need dictionaries in order to translate modern language query words into archaic words. In the case of the Hyohanki diary we can use some existing electronic dictionaries available on CD-ROMs. For modern Japanese we use Kojien, one of the most famous and comprehensive Japanese language dictionaries. For ancient Japanese we use Kokugo-Daijiten, which covers not only modern words but also archaic words. 
Experiment
We conducted a preliminary experiment to test the precision of cross-period retrieval by our proposed method. We used Hyohanki diary entries of as the ancient Japanese document collection and prepared three modern Japanese queries: (war), (Buddhist service), and (bare foot). Since the archaic equivalent of each query differs from the query itself, no relevant documents can be retrieved if we use these modern term queries. Note that we consider one diary entry as one document. Table 2 shows the original modern Japanese query, the ancient Japanese equivalents (translations) obtained by the proposed method, and the precision of retrieval using the translations. For the queries (Buddhist service) and (bare foot), the proposed method worked quite well: 99-100% precision (the ratio of relevant documents in retrieved documents). The query (war), however, resulted in very poor precision (27%) because the proposed method returned two translation candidates for this query:
and . If we use only as the translated query we obtain 100% precision, but if we use only we obtain only 3.6% precision. This is because the archaic term has not only the meaning war but also meanings like general (officer) and army. The query (death) also resulted in 
Federated searching system for humanities databases using automatic metadata mapping
This section provides a summary of our approach to constructing a federated searching system for Japanese humanities databases using automatic metadata mapping. The goals of our system are (1) to perform metadata mapping automatically for Japanese heterogeneous humanities databases and (2) to let users access multiple humanities digital libraries by using only one query input. This section also addresses the metadata-related challenges facing Japanese humanities databases. Metadata offers library and information science a solution to the problem of describing and managing the massive quantities of explosively increasing digital information (Zeng & Jian, 2008) . Various types of resources and humanities digital libraries coexist with heterogeneous metadata schemas nowadays, and many different metadata schemas are standardized by international standards organizations. How to deal with the diverse forms of metadata and interoperate is becoming a complex issue for research. There have been efforts to make heterogeneous standards interoperable and utilize multiple metadata standards. According to (Chan & Zeng, 2006) , several different approaches (element mapping, crosswalk, application profile, metadata registry, etc.) were developed. Reliable metadata interoperability has not been achieved yet because of the heterogeneity of metadata standards and because of the structural differences between standards. On the other hand, the use of metadata schemas and standards for Japanese humanities digital libraries is a bit tricky. Many metadata schemas of Japanese humanities digital libraries have been accepted in terms of their semantics and content but were developed before the international metadata standards or were developed without considering the international metadata standards and specific encoding methods. Most of the metadata schemas of Japanese humanities digital libraries were not derived from existing international metadata standards, and there is no explicit metadata framework, crosswalk, or metadata registry. It is necessary to understand the semantics of Japanese humanities digital libraries-such as elements, syntax, and structure-in order to perform automatic metadata mapping and achieve metadata interoperability. This section therefore addresses the metadata-related challenges to constructing a federated searching system for Japanese humanities databases.
Metadata schemas for Japanese humanities digital libraries and their challenges
Humanities digital libraries and their metadata schemas are very heterogeneous because the humanities cover a variety of disciplines, such as literature, law, history, philosophy, religion, visual and performing arts (including music), anthropology, cultural studies, and linguistics (including ancient and modern languages). Achieving metadata interoperability of humanities digital libraries is becoming more crucial in the current information environment, especially in the case of metadata schemas which were not derived from wellknown international metadata standards.
One of the differences between western and Japanese databases that is relevant to people interested in constructing a federated searching system is the greater heterogeneity of the metadata schemas of Japanese humanities digital libraries. Many Japanese humanities databases developed metadata schemas based on their domain-specific semantics and content rather than adopt international metadata standards. Moreover, names or labels for metadata attributes/elements are written in Japanese, or labels in Japanese are used as the metadata elements. The co-existence of nonstandard and heterogeneous metadata schemas makes automatic metadata mapping for Japanese humanities databases a rather challenging task. Another relevant difference is the Japanese writing system(s). Japanese is written in a mixture of three writing systems-one using ideographic symbols, or kanji, and the other two using the syllabary scripts hiragana and katakana-and it is written without explicit word boundaries. The absence of word delimiters makes word segmentation (i.e., tokenization) a critical problem in natural language processing for Japanese. Without knowing the boundaries of words in a sentence, any computer system will fail to perform tasks such as automatic metadata mapping. A single kanji can have many pronunciations and be used differently in words comprising two or more kanji. The situation will be much more difficult when collections contain ancient documents because a modern kanji is not always the same as its archaic equivalent. An archaic word written with a single kanji might be equivalent to a modern word written with more than a single modern kanji, or vice versa. Using a modern language query to find information in Japanese documents that are written in modern and archaic Japanese words is a rather challenging task.
Federated searching system for Japanese humanities databases
The conceptual architecture of our proposed federated searching system is shown in Fig. 8 . As illustrated there, if a user wants to find a humanities resource with the query word in the title, our system retrieves resources having the query word in the title or any metadata field that is similar to a title or could be treated as a title and retrieves these resources from heterogeneous humanities digital libraries even if those libraries do not provide metadata We are developing a prototype federated searching system of Japanese humanities databases-including the image database of Japanese traditional fine art Ukiyo-e, donated Japanese books database, and old Japanese books database-that are freely accessible in Japanese at the Art Research Center of Ritsumeikan University. We utilized the automatic metadata mapping method of Kimura et al. (2009) . This prototype system also has a facility for cross-language searching between English and Japanese, which enables Englishspeaking users to search Japanese databases available only in Japanese.
Automatic metadata mapping
In our system the metadata attribute names of heterogeneous Japanese humanities collections in Japanese, the metadata schemas of which are unknown or do not conform to the international standards, are automatically mapped to our modified variant set (hereafter, modified DCMES) of the Dublin Core metadata element set (DCMES) (Dublin Core Metadata Initiative, 2008) . Because CREATOR and CONTRIBUTOR are hard to distinguish in Japanese humanities collections, in the modified DCMES they are unified into the new element AUTHOR. When Japanese humanities metadata schemas are successfully mapped to the modified DCMES, our proposed system enables cross-domain metadata harvesting and federated searches as well as the exchange of metadata. Our automatic metadata mapping method (Fig. 9 ) consists of two preprocessing phases and four mapping phases. The preprocessing consists of the following steps:
P-1 Collect attribute names from humanities databases for training and mapping. P-2 Classify attribute names for training into appropriate metadata elements manually. The automatic mapping phase consists of the following steps:
M-1 Count the number of partial string matches between the attribute name for mapping and each metadata element. M-2 Calculate the metadata score of each metadata element by dividing the number of partial string matches by the number of attribute names in the metadata element. M-3 Adjust the metadata score for each metadata element, if the target attribute name matches one or more mapping rules, which consist of some kanji characters (or partial words) that are commonly used and known to be relevant to one or more particular metadata elements. (e.g., increase the metadata score for "TEMPORAL" if the attribute name includes "year"). M-4 Map the target attribute name to the metadata element that has the highest metadata score. If the attribute name is given the metadata score value 0 for all metadata sets, the attribute name is classified into "OTHER" metadata. Inspecting the data listed in Table 3 , one sees that 18 metadata elements (attribute names) of the Ukiyo-e image database, donated books database, and old books database were mapped to the TITLE element in the modified DCMES. Similarly, 11 elements were mapped to DATE, 11 to PUBLISHER, 5 to AUTHOR, and 6 to COVERAGE. These eighteen attribute names were written in various kanji characters that have different meanings, such as "Print title," "Picture name," "Character names," "Official title," "Played title," "Title of play," "Reading of played title," and "Performed title The metadata attribute names used in Japanese humanities digital libraries consist of several words that have combinations of single or several kanji characters, and the meaning of the words depend on the combinations. Our algorithm performs automatic mapping by calculating the overall metadata scores for each metadata element, which are calculated for the words or kanji characters by using training data set and mapping rules. For instance, if the name of a metadata element has the character (name), increase the metadata score for TITLE by 1, for PUBLISHER" by 0.5, and for AUTHOR by 1. According to the judgement of a native Japanese speaker experienced in Japanese humanities digital databases who checked the results obtained when our automatic metadata mapping method mapped 334 attribute names of Japanese humanities collections to metadata elements of the modified DCMES, the average mapping precisions ranged from 85.7% to 100% (Table 4 ).
Modified DCMES elements mapping
The average precisions we obtained using standard DCMES without the mapping rules, using standard DCMES with the mapping rules, and using modified DCMES with the mapping rules are listed in Table 5 , where one sees that the mapping precision obtained using modified DCMES with the mapping rules is 21.1 percentage points higher than that obtained using standard DCMES without the mapping rules, and this shows that mapping rules improve the metadata mapping considerably. The average precision obtained using modified DCMES with the mapping rules was 15.9 percentage points higher than that obtained using the standard DCMES with mapping rules, and this shows that the modified DCMES also improves the metadata mapping considerably.
Retrieval in a federated searching system using automatic metadata mapping
To examine the performance of our federated searching system using automatic metadata mapping, we conducted an experiment by inputting a single query to three humanities collections (Ukiyo-e image database, donated Japanese books database, and old Japanese books database). Retrieval results obtained from three collections for the sample query (elegance) in the TITLE metadata fields are shown in Fig. 10 . Retrieval with other sample queries was also successful. 
Retrieval in a federated searching system using English queries
Our federated searching system also retrieves resources from Japanese collections when an English query is used. This feature is very useful for users who do not understand Japanese, and it allows searching and browsing Japanese digital libraries in English through a single interface and a single query (Batjargal et al., 2010c) . We applied this feature to the Ukiyo-e image database of the Art Research Center of Ritsumeikan University, which is freely accessible in Japanese.
Ukiyo-e, Japanese traditional woodblock printing is known world-wide as one of the fine arts of the Edo period (1603-1868). The texts of Ukiyo-e databases contain archaic Japanese words which reflect the Japanese language of the Edo period. Besides providing information about Ukiyo-e prints, the Ukiyo-e database of the Art Research Center of Ritsumeikan University contains information about the content of the prints. For instance, if the subject of an Ukiyo-e print is Kabuki, the highly stylized classical Japanese dance-drama, the database contains some additional information. Sometimes explanations of cultural and social meaning for the print are also included. 67 metadata elements of the Ukiyo-e database are mapped to the modified DCMES using our automatic metadata mapping method. As shown in Fig. 11 , the Ukiyo-e artist name Kuniyoshi as an input query was translated as and retrieved from the Japanese Ukiyo-e image database. The translated terms, names, explanations, etc. were displayed in English pages. Multiterm queries were treated as words: the artist's full name Utagawa Kuniyoshi, was treated as (Utagawa) and (Kuniyoshi) but not as . As illustrated in Fig. 11 , users will be able to enter a query in English (2) after clicking the Search button (1). The query Kuniyoshi is translated as when the Begin Search button is clicked (3), and the translated query is retrieved from the Japanese Ukiyo-e image database. Lastly, the user will be able to access the webpage (4) that displays detailed information of a certain Ukiyo-e print, where the metadata in Japanese are translated and displayed in English. 
Summary
In this chapter we presented some of our work related to integrated information access technology for digital libraries. We developed technologies providing information access across different languages, periods, and cultures. These technologies will be particularly important for large digital library collections that include contents written in different languages and spanning a wide range of periods and diverse cultures. The systems presented in this chapter were developed primarily for humanities researchers but might also be useful to ordinary users because much of the knowledge and wisdom in old documents is not available in modern-language documents.
